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How Hotels Can Compete with Rentals

The State of
Accommodations
As the popularity of shared accommodation
rentals rises, hoteliers face new challenges in
attracting new guests. When travelers trend toward
independent rentals, how can hotels compete?

It’s clear that private accommodation is going to continue being
a huge portion of the travel marketplace. While hotels have been
competing with each other on search and OTAs for years, rental
websites like Airbnb, VRBO, HomeAway, and Flipkey are increasingly
earning the business of travelers worldwide.
Back in 2011, a respectable 8% of U.S. travelers rented privately.
In 2015 alone, a quarter of leisure travelers and more than 30% of
business travelers have chosen private accommodation. Using Airbnb
is no longer just for the alternative, techy crowd or for solo travelers.

In 2015 alone, a quarter of leisure travelers and more than
30% of business travelers have chosen private accommodation.
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Private Accommodation
Competes to Win

The Shared
Lodger

When Airbnb initially launched, many in the hospitality business saw it as a novel new trend for
millennials that was essentially an app to facilitate couch surfing – nothing to worry about losing
market share over. However, in just 7 years, Airbnb has become the 4th largest OTA in the world
and is more valuable than Expedia and TripAdvisor. These numbers make it clear that Airbnb and
other shared accommodations websites are true contenders for travelers’ buying dollars.

While young, budget-minded travelers may
still be a core base of those who use homesharing platforms, the actual shared lodger
probably has more in common with your target
guest than you might think. According to Pew
Research Center, about a quarter of Americans
with an annual income over $75,000 have
used a platform like Airbnb or VRBO. That
leaves many hoteliers asking, why would
travelers with more expendable income even
be interested in renting over booking?

Meanwhile, Expedia purchased the vacation rental by owner website HomeAway in December
2015 and expects to soon display HomeAway listings on Expedia.com and Hotels.com. By
placing hotel and rental listings side-by-side, Expedia is significantly increasing the exposure
for HomeAway - and increasing the competition for hoteliers. The “alternative accommodations
market” has now merged with the hotel industry, creating one market where everyone, whether
hotel or homeowner, competes for the same guests.
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Why Do Guests Rent?
The short answer to why travelers are increasingly choosing private
accommodation over a hotel could simply be cost. In 2015, the average
daily rate of an Airbnb property was almost 20% less than that of a
hotel, and often those renting homes, condos, and apartments rent
spaces that include a kitchen or laundry, unlike a hotel.
Renting is also appealing for travelers in a group, providing an
opportunity to find deals that accommodate more guests at a
comparable price-point. For budget-minded travelers, renting on a
website like HomeAway can provide an affordable getaway and allow
a larger portion of the budget to be spent on food and activities.
Understanding those motivations, Airbnb has often positioned itself
as the app for experiences. It’s a way to stay with people, meet locals,
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and experience the “real” culture of a city – in short, to eat, tour, and
explore a city like a local, not a tourist. In the final quarter of 2016,
Airbnb launched Trips, allowing locals to host experiences in their city.
While Trips will be a very viable business move for Airbnb, it is still
a small piece of the puzzle. One research analyst at PhocusWright
optimistically projected that by end of 2017, Trips could bring in $32
million for the company - just 1% of Airbnb’s total revenue.
But do experiences bring in bookings? While Airbnb bookers are more
interested in experiencing local culture and meeting locals than VRBO
and HomeAway bookers, over half of renters chose to rent because
of a better value and a convenient location. With these motivations in
mind, a hotel can build a strategy that competes with a rental service.

The Hidden Costs of
Shared Accommodation
Airbnb has had their fair share of scandals and issues that simply are
not an issue when staying at a hotel. Aside from the messy politics
Airbnb has been involved in as it attempts to sidestep paying hotel
taxes and avoid regulation, there have been notable viral horror stories
both from guests and owners. By staying in a hotel, guests can be
comforted by knowing the property is subjected to regular inspections,
it has comprehensive insurance plans, and that safety features like
fire alarms are in working order.

As travelers are attempting to find the best rate for their trip, rental
websites can also cause hidden fee headaches. Getting to the
booking page can result in unexpected cleaning fees and damage
deposits. Later, renters are often faced with issues like not having a
dedicated parking spot or losing money when trying to change their
booking. Some Airbnb cancellation policies are so strict that the renter
will lose 50% of their total accommodation fee, even when cancelling
30 or 60 days before the stay.
To compete with home rental websites, hotels must remind travelers
of the reasons why it’s great to stay in a hotel.

Some Airbnb cancellation policies are so strict that
the renter will lose 50% of their total accommodation fee.
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A Return to the Hotel
Along with transparent pricing, hotels can compete by emphasizing
the service and quality that guests simply won’t find in rental
accommodations. It’s essential for a hotel to communicate the value and
convenience for which travelers are searching. There are many ways to
do this without bashing or trying to directly criticize rental competitors.
On social media and in other advertising, hotels should share
information about their specific amenities and accommodations.
Emphasize those perks that a private home doesn’t offer, like valet
service or an on-site gym. Hotels should also advertise their location in
proximity to local attractions, including restaurants and activities favored
by locals, especially if you provide any kind of transportation or shuttle
service to in-demand areas.
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In addition, one of the biggest perks of staying at a hotel is the
service. Communicate the additional services a guest can expect
that aren’t offered by rental properties, including daily housekeeping,
24/7 guest services, and a complimentary breakfast, to name a
few. Show travelers evidence of your excellent guest service through
sharing positive reviews, guest testimonials and your TripAdvisor
Certificate of Excellence.

Hotels can also appeal to travelers who are in search of unique
experiences along with a place to stay in order to attract the renters
who want to see the area like a local. You can partner with local
restaurants and attractions to cross-promote your accommodations
and experiences. Work with your concierge to offer a “Like a Local”
package or suggested itinerary to encourage guests to experience
what your town is really like. Best practices suggest that hotels always
share guest feedback on their local experiences on social media to
personalize your hotel.

Show travelers evidence of your excellent guest service
through sharing positive reviews and guest testimonials.
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Competing with Rentals
Even as projections show that Airbnb will continue to dominate the
accommodation conversation in coming years, it is possible to compete
as a hotel. The key is to remind guests of the value that hotels offer
and the idea that staying in someone else’s home isn’t the only way
to experience local culture. By catering to the adventurous spirit of
travelers, being a trusted local resource for guests, and providing guest
service that makes people love to travel, hotels can compete and win.
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Request a complimentary hotel marketing
consultation from Travel Media Group.
Contact us today at 888.855.2590
info@travelmediagroup.com
Travel Media Group
851 Trafalgar Court, Suite 400E
Maitland, FL 32751
TravelMediaGroup.com
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